888-AFR-CH

Normally we only recreate antique American lighting. But when something this unique comes along...we simply cannot resist. An early 20th century French nine light chandelier that is so heavy and fine quality, that it would grace simply any great home. We simply could not resist. Those cupids probably are announcing something important and their actions give a nice active fluidity to the fixture. Meas: 28 1/2" wide by 60" tall but could be as short as 34" by shortening the stem. Measurements were made with the shades shown - shades are sold separately. Fitters: 2 1/4". Each socket is 100 watt capable, so, more than ample room light will result. Note that this fixture weighs in at over 100 pounds of solid, lost wax cast, bronze/brass. Comes in an lovely antique hi/lo finish. An identical, matching, 2 light sconce is being re-created at this time....Feb 2002 availability.

500-BATHD

Very unusual recreation of a triple, over a mirror or dressing table, light. Of course, that does not limit it’s uses from other sites...but these are the most common usage. Believe the original antique sample we have, is Circa 1920. This recreation is Lost Wax cast brass which is then antiqued in a hi/lo finish. Very Attractive. Meas: 24" wide by 8 1/4" tall with the shades shown. Shades sold separately. Fitters: 2 1/4". Projects from the wall 7 1/2" w/shades. Ea socket is 100 watt capable so excellent light does result. Also will be a polished brass finish & nickel finish soon.

801-AGS-NW

Outstanding giant Brass-Bronze “Americana” Newel post light.

Our original antique sample was made by Mitchell-Vance, New York. This light is listed in the Mitchell-Vance catalog of 1876 pg 46, Plate 216. The catalog has been reprinted by Dover if you’d like to take a peek. What a gorgeous piece...weighing in at over 100 pounds of solid brass-brownze with an antique finish to match. Metal only height is 55" to the bottom of the fitter. The overall height will be determined by which shade you choose to put on the 2 5/8" fitter. If you choose one of our reproduction shades, that would be a 7" or 8" height increase. Yes, wired...and UL approved...and capable of taking up to 150 watts bulb. And yes...it was an original newel post light and could be again if you had the strong enough newel post for it. The base has an 11" diameter...is round...and has a removable sub plate within it that screws down to the surface for permanent mounting. Course, we have seen these used on top of furniture and on pedestals for accent lighting too. Not another authentic one being made anywhere. Fixture will have actual freight charged.

267-ADB-ES

Double arm wall sconce cast in solid brass with the two sockets capable of a full 100 watts each. Very nice ambienece for a classic room. This sconce meas 13 1/2" tall and 12 1/2" wide with the shades shown. Fitters are 2 1/4" so any 2 1/4" shades will fit. Projects from the wall: 7". Max width of the backplate is 4 1/2"


These nice hanging lights are our solid brass versions on catalog page 71 and supplied in a great Nickel Plated finish. All sizes and fitters are identical to those illustrated on page 71 and like them, they are priced without shades to let you chose the shade of your choice...either old or new.